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CRF Annual Meeting Rep( rt
Phil DiBlasi

Negotiations and Publications

CRF President
CRF's Annual Meeting was held Nov. 4 at Mammoth
Cave National Park's Learning Center. The meeting was
followed by a banquet held at Mario's Ristorante in Cave
City, KY. Bill Putnam ran a Lesser Cave Inventory Expedition the same weekend.

Resignations and Appointments
Several changes within the Board of Directors occurred and a new editor for the Foundation's Newsletter
was named. Janet Sowers, Lava Beds, resigned from the
Board due to growing family responsibilities. Roger
McClure resigned as Treasurer, after 18 years of service.
Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan resigned as editors of the CRF
Newsletter.
Paul Cannaley was elected to the Board and replaced
Roger McClure as Treasurer. Paul works in a large Midwest bank and handles millions of dollars on a daily basis.
Harry "Buz" Grover agreed to serve as Newsletter editor.
Two JVs, Joyce Hoffmaster and Mike Yocum, were
elected to membership. Joyce was nominated because of
her consistently excellent work as an expedition and trip
leader, her work with the publications committee, and her
work on the tenant house rehabilitation. Mike Yocum was
nominated for his excellent job representing CRF with the
Science and Resources Management Division at Mammoth
Cave National Park, his work organizing expedition procedures, and his development of training sessions.

The Foundation is entering into negotiations with the
ACCA (American Cave Conservation Association) and the
NSS (National Speleological Society) to form a joint ACCA
- CRF - NSS Library, to be housed in Horse Cave in the
ACCA facility. Details of this process will be forthcoming.
The Foundation's publications committee reported
that they have been fairly active this past year. The Sheck
Exley book Cavems Measl/reless to Mall was published in
three editions: paperback, hardback and Limited Edition.
Additionally, four editions of the Newsletter were
published and the 1993 Annual Report was shipped. The
1994 Annual Report is very near completion and material
is being gathered for the 1995 Annual report. The Address
List should be out in a few months. This year's list will include E-mail addresses.
Several other projects (such as maps and books) are
"under construction" and will appear in 1996.

Hamilton Valley Construction
The plans for construction on our Hamilton Valley
property have taken a turn. It has become apparent that
we cannot now or anytime in the near future afford the
building as planned. The Board has directed the Building
Committee

to seek alternate construction

See "Allllual Meetillg," Page 6

WKU Summer Courses
trips. The courses also feature slide

Candice Leek

shows and cave trips.

Eastern Area Editor

Western Kentucky
University
(WKU), through it's Center for Cave
and Karst Studies, announced its
annual

series

of

programs.

These

six-day courses, focusing on caves
and karst landscapes, will be held
this June at Maple Springs Research
Center in cooperation with Mammoth
Cave National Park. All JV's are
urged to attend.
These intense
field courses
combine formal lectures with field
observations and techniques. Courses
often offer morning lectures followed
by afternoon surface and subsurface

Other activities include trips into
Mammoth Cave, trips to other caves
and karst areas, as well as laboratory
and field exercises such as dye traces
of subsurface streams. Some courses
involve rigorous trips into rarely

visited

portions

methods and de-

sign. At present, it has been decided to move the building
back from the edge of the ridge. This move alone is expect-

of the

Mammoth

Cave System and several of the cave

connection trips described in The
Lol/gest Cave.
WKU staff and visiting professors
are. internationally
recognized
as
authorities in their fields. Courses are

See "WKU," page 2
for course schedules
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Buz Grover
Editor, CRF Quarterly
This issue of the CRF's newsleller includes quite a
few changes reflecting my recent assumption of editorial
duties. For those of you who don't know me, my name is
Buz Grover and I've been a JY for about nine years. Any
claim to fame I have within the CRF involves my cooking
skills. As a former chef, I've managed to tickle a taste bud
or two during expeditions at Mammoth Cave National
Park and elsewhere.
The cooking business, however, is not conducive

to

caving or spending time with my growing family so,
about three years ago, I began an interdisciplinary degree
program, components of which include journalism and
graphic design. Many of the changes I've instituted are a
result of my study. The new banner on page one, for
instance, is meant to symbolize the light the CRF brings to
dark places. Please bear with me as I continue to integrate
my education and the newsletter's editorial needs.

Another change this issue of the newsleller marks
involves the use of regional editors

Of,

as some call them,

"stringers." Basically, I'm hoping to channel regional
information through a single regional source. So far,

Candy Leek has volunteered to cover Eastern operations,
Sue Hagan and Mick Sullon will keep me informed about
work in Missouri, while Lois Bergthold will keep me
abreast of developments in the Guadalupes. Filion and
Lilburn cave stringers are being sought. If interested,
please give me a ring.
Contributions to the newsleller, though, need not be
specific to a given area of CRF operations or submilled to
a stringer. The CRF exists to further the understanding of
caves and karst; anyone supporting that goal is welcome
to submit material.
Let me close by acknowledging the debt both the
CRF and lowe to the newsleller's former editors, Mick
Sullon and Sue Hagan. As I have quickly discovered,
newsleller production is a demanding task, one which
contains more than its fair share of difficulties. For eight
years Sue and Mick dealt with the slings and arrows
associated with newsleller production with skill and
professionalism. They are a tough act to follow; I'll
consider myself fortunate if I do half as well for a quarter
as long. Let me take this opportunity to offer my heartfelt
thanks on behalf of the entire organization for a job very
well done.

WKU Course Schedules
and Contact Information
Continued from Page 1
accredited through the Department
of Geography and Geology at WKU
and may be taken for 3 hours of
academic credit.

Nowhere else are students able
to spend a week underground with
karst experts of this stature and
come away with knowledge and
skills which will enhance their work
and enjoyment underground.
To request more information or
enroll, contact:
Shelly K. Forbis
Center for Cave & Karst Studies
Department of Geography
and Geology
Western Kentucky University
1 Big Red Way
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Work: 502-745-3252
Fax: 502-745-6410
Email: forbisk@wkuvxl.wku.edu
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COURSE SCHEDULES;
Exploration of Mammoth Cave
Dr. Stanley D. Sides
June 9 -15,1996
Advanced Cave Exploration
Dr. John Mylroie, Mr. Richard Zopf
June 16 - 22,1996
Speleology
Mr. Roger Brucker
June 16 - 22, 1996
Cave Photography
Mr. Charles A. Swedlund,
Mr. Richard Zopf
June 9 - 15, 1996
Karst Geomorphology
Dr. Christopher G. Groves
June 9 - 15, 1996

CRF Quarterly
Volume 24, No.1
Editor. Buz Grover
Buzwardo@eworld.com
Assistant Editors
Eastern: Candice Leek
CILeek@aol.com
Guadalupes: Lois Bergthold
Missouri: Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Production Manager: Richard Zopf
rzopf@college.antioch.edu

The CRF

Quarterly is published by the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit
organization
foundl'<l in 1957 for the
purpose of furthering cave and karst research, conservation,
and education.
Submissions should be sent to the L'<Iitor
via email or on 3.5 inch disks in a Mac
readable format. Address submissions
to: Buz Grover, 8643 Centerton Ln, Manassas, VA 22111 For information write:

Phil DiBlasi, CRF President, 1244 S.
Brook, Louisville,

KY 40203

Special Thanks to Dr. Wendy Weiner
and

graphic

artist

Carol

for their advice and assistance.

Karst Hydrology
Dr. William B. White
June 16 - 22, 1996

Bradley

of

Northern Virginia Community College
@1996CRF
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MCNP,NPS
Web Sites
Mammoth Cave National Park
(MCNP) and the National Park Service (NPS) have introduced World
Wide Web (WWW) sites cavers will
find of interest.
Mammoth Cave's site includes a
virtual cave tour, MCNP phone numbers, and current cave tour schedules.
The site can be connected to at:
http:// www.nps.gov/
macal index.htm
The NPS site is meant to provide
access on topics related to NPS facilities and features topics such as
"Guiding Principles of Sustainable
Design," "NPS Management
Policies," and a tisting of of NPS information available on the Internet titled
"Park Facility Toolbox." The site can
be connected to at:
http://www.nps.gov/
dscl dsgncnstr I
Plans are also in the works for a
CRF Home Page. Details will be announced when plans are completed.

Lechugilla
Exploration
On Hold
Exploration and survey work in
Carlsbad Caverns National Park's
Lechugilla Cave will be on hold during 1996 so scientists and park personnel can assess the effects of human intrusion on the cave's unique
microbe life forms.
The approximately 1,000 strains

MCNP Cave
Entrances
Close for
Naturalization
Beginning Oct. 15, 1995, Mammoth Cave's Frozen Niagara and Travertine cave tours will be closed in order to naturalize the cave entrances
the tours use.
These entrances are man-made,
having been blasted into the cave in
the 1920s. Air locks are being installed to stop water, air, animals,
and plants from unnaturally moving
In and out of the cave.
Work is scheduled to continue
through March 1, 1996, but may be
completed before then.

Ferry
Maintenance
Scheduled

being studied for possible cancer
treatment, and by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for
possible parallels to potential life below the surface of Mars.
During the past two years, more
than 80 percent of the trips into Lechugilla have been for exploration and
mapping. The pause in exploration
will allow assessment research to proceed unhindered.

The Green River Ferry in Mammoth Cave National Park is scheduled for necessary maintenance to its
anchoring cables. Houchins Ferry,
which has been closed for repair following a recent accident, will reopen.
"We need to improve the way the
cables are anchored to the shore,"
said Assistant Superintendent Mick
Holm. "The concrete pilings and bolts
were installed in the river banks approxunately 60 years ago. We upgraded those at Houchins Ferry after
the overhead cable system failed earlier this year. A similar new design
will be used at Green River Ferry."
Houchins Ferry will operate on
its regular schedule of 9:30 a.m. to
5:15 p.m.

Source: Mammoth Monthly, Nov. 1995

NPS News Release, Dec. 1995

of microbes identified

in the cave are

J

Government
Shutdown
Cancels
Expedition
Due to the shutdown of the federal government the CRFs New Year
expedition at Manrmoth Cave was
cancelled. The shutdown caused National Parks across the nation to close.
Funding legislation which reopened the closed portions of the government is set to expire Jan. 26, 1996.
It is not known at this time whether
future funding problems will cancel
additional expeditions. Please check
the status of upcoming expeditions
with the expedition leader.

MCNP
Wildfire
Guilty Plea
Mark Shields, of Park City, Kentucky, pled guilty to charges he
caused a 140-acre wildfire in Mammoth Cave National Park in April
1995.
"While in a restricted area, Mr.
Shields discarded a cigarette that resulted in the fire," said Ranger Brad
McDougal, who investigated the case.
"Weather conditions were dry and
prime for a fire."
On November 15, 1995, Shields
was sentenced- to six months probation and fined $1,000 in Federal Court
in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
In 18 hours, the fire burned 140
acres of hardwood forest on Jim Lee
Ridge inside the park, required 100
area firefighters, and cost the government about $25,000.
NPS Nf'u1s Release, Dec. 1995

.' Phil DiBlasi; Buz Grover,.

Candy Leek; an"d Ron Wilson
. contribute"d to tnese" reports.
"Additional iitfonnationwas'
."gathered from: NPSnews:

'releases"and Web sites":'

Archaeology
Weekend Held
Mammoth Cave National Park
hosted an Archaeology Weekend
Nov. 4 and 5, 1995.CRF scientists delivered several of the presentations.
Dr. Patty Jo Watson of Washington University gave a presentation
entitled, "The First Farmers." She
discussed her research into early food
production.
George Crothers of Washington
University presented a paper entitled,
"Earthwatch at Mammoth Cave." He
discussed discovery and exploration
in the Mammoth Cave system by
"Earthwatch" teams and their efforts
to map artifacts from the past.
Dr. Guy Prentice of the Southeast
Archaeological Center gave two presentations. The first was entitled, "Archaeology of Mammoth Cave National Park." He discussed the results of
his search for the early inhabitants of
Mammoth Cave National Park.
The second was entitled, "Prehistoric Native American Religions:' He
discussed the religious practices of
people who were native to the Mammoth Cave area.

Valerie Haskins of Western Kentucky University presented a paper
entitled, "Burying the Dead." She discussed research into the the mortuary
practices of prehistoric people in the
Mammoth Cave area.
MCNP Ranger Charles Hanion,
gave a presentation entitled, "Prehistoric Lifeways." He discussed how
prehistoric native Americans utilized
their environment
and how it
changed over time through innovation and technological development.
The talk included a discussion of prehistoric cave exploration.
William Voelker of the American
Indian Center of Mid-America presented a paper entitled, "Comanche
Heritage." He discussed the customs
and traditions of the Comanche people.
Several demonstrations were given over the weekend, including arrowhead and spear making, slipper
twining, and prehistoric cooking.
Source: NPS Brochure,

"ArcheologyWeekend"

Sinkhole
Closes Main
MCNP
Entrance
The entrance road within Mammoth Cave National Park (accessed
via the Park City / Brownsville 1-65
exit) has been closed due to the development of a new sinkhole adjacent to
it, which may extend under the road ..
The sinkhole appeared in midOctober.
Dr. Nick Crawford from Western
Kentucky University's Center for
Cave and Karst Studies is conducting
drilling and sounding tests to determine the integrity of the road. Dr.
Crawford's staff spent several days at
the sight gathering data.
His preliminary report shows
there is some sort of void beneath the
road. NPS engineers from the Southeast Field Area Office (Atlanta) and
the Denver Service Center will be in
the Park on Nov. 30 - Dec. 1 to assess
the road. For now, the road remains
closed awaiting further information.
Source: Mammoth Monthly,

OeL and Nov. 1995 issues

Earthwatch
Surveys
Sites
Earthwatch volunteers worked in
MCNP again Oct. 15 - Nov. 3, 1995.
This is the third year Earthwatch
volunteers have inventoried historic
and prehistoric artifacts inside the
cave. The work involves slow and exacting sketching, surveying, and note
taking. To date they've .covered almost 2/ 3 of a mile underground.
Earthwatch, a non-profit organization, recruits volunteers from all
over the world for eco-projects
around the globe. The 1995 volunteers are from Great Britain, Japan,
and the U.S. The baseline data they
compile will be used by present and
future researchers and park managers
concerned with human use of the
cave.
The National Park Foundation is
helping fund the project this year
with part of a $1.2 million donation
from Canon USA for inventory and
monitoring work like this in 20 U.S.
national parks. The rest of the funding came from a challenge-cost-share
between the National Park Service
($25,000)and Earthwatch ($66,000).

••
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Ghosts
Underground?
Close Encounters in
Collins' Crystal Cave
Dr. Art Palmer
Member, CRF East

Readers are probably still adjusting their eyebrows
back to nonnal after seeing the review of A Ghostll!lIlter's
Guide, which tells of several prominent CRF scientists having spooky experiences in Floyd Collins' Crystal Cave. As
one of those "scientists," I should probably come clean
about the story, since it has now appeared in cold, hard
print.
Perhaps I speak as well for the others who were interviewed. My silence on the subject doesn't reflect a fear of
being considered unscientific, but only that there has been
no appropriate outlet for a formal report on the subject. I
haven't yet bought the book to see which spine-tingling
quoles were used, so this is by no means a disclaimer. I
hope readers do not feel that it casts a shadow on the scientific credentials of CRF, for it is written in as objective a
manner as possible (with a few personal asides) in an attemptto shed light on some odd events.
So what's the story? Peg and I have spent a great
deal of time in hundreds of caves all over the world and
have never experienced anything remotely unexplainable,
except in Crystal Cave. There we've had between two and
four quite unusual experiences, depending on one's definition of "quite."

"My silence on the subject
doesn't reflect a fear of being
considered unscientific ... "
The episode apparently cited in the book dates back to
1973, when the two of us were in the upper (southern) end
of the Lost Passage on a lengthy photo trip. I was setting
up for a sensuous portrayal of chert nodules, when I became aware of a rhythmic pounding from down the passage. It was intense but muffled, as though someone were
beating vigorously with a hammer on a slab of rock about
500 feet away. Eventually Peg looked up and asked,
"What's that noise?" Naturally I played dumb and said
"What noise?" and then "Gh that? It's just the reverberation of our heartbeats in this domed part of the ceiling ...."
Nice try! The noise was as regular as the beat of a metronome, with individual strokes about a second apart, and
clearly coming from down the passage. This was not Ihe
random noise produced by rocks shifting, bats fluttering,
or other natural causes of "ghostly" phenomena. How
about dripping water? Not only is this section of passage
perfectly dry, but drips produce high-frequency sounds
that dissipate rapidly over short distances. They certainly

5

could not produce the low, reverberant, doom-laden tones
that filled the air. (Sorry, I'm getting carried away with the
spirit of the thing - although that may not be the proper
word to use.)
We decided it was time to shift our activities to a different part of the cave. Ironically, that meant heading toward the sound. But as we drew near to the apparent
source, the sound faded away.
The overlying land is uninhabited and there are no
roads. There is no machinery in the area, and no one else
had access to the cave that week. Few people knew how to
get to that part of the cave, and none of them were within
100 miles of the cave that day. In unrelated seismic studies
we've found that intense sledgehammer blows and truck
traffic over 6-inch barriers at the surface cannot be detected in underlying caves without sensitive instruments,
even as shallow as a few tens of melers. So what caused
the noise?
Years later it dawned on us that the sound appeared
to emanate from the very spot where Floyd Collins had set
up a small camp and occasionally paused to eat, and
where he would flatten his bean cans with a rock. (An insidious grin spreads across my face....)

"The noise was loud and
intense, as though we were
standing beneath a bridge
with a train passing over ...

If

In 1969 three of us witnessed a bizarre event in Collins
Avenue. Peg and I were taking photos near the cave entrance while an off-duty ranger descended into the Grand
Canyon to photograph Floyd's tomb (again note the photographic association.) Suddenly the ranger came huffing
up and gasped "Did you hear that noise??" No, we hadn't.
So we all headed to the Grand Canyon and were transfixed by the loud beating of wings traveling back and
forth along the length of the room near ceiling level. Evidently a large bird had entered the cave and was seeking a
way out.
The noise was loud and intense, as though we were
standing beneath a bridge with a train passing over it
(well, not quite that loud), and with distinct powerful
wing-beats. This was one big bird -- maybe a huge owl or
a wild turkey. A bat, you say? Not a chance. Even the largest bats make only faint fluttering noises reminiscent of a
butterfly on steroids. Strangely, with our carbide and electric lamps going full blast we could see nothing, even
where the sound appeared to be less than 20 feet overhead. Another oddity is that the sound moved rather
slowly, about the speed of a fast walk. We listened to it
come and go about ten times, then continued on into the
cave. We did not hear it on our way out a couple of hours
later.
This was obviously an interesting biological phenomenon worthy of mentioning to Tom Poulson. Tom replied
that nocturnal animals like owls are quiet creatures that
would not produce the effect we described, and he was
unable to suggest an alternative source for the noise (that

See "Ghosts," page 6
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"Annual Meeting" from page 1
ed to save a considerable sum. The Building Committee
will be submitting a design and budget to the Board for
approval in the near future. Fund raising is critical at this
stage. We are within sight of the final figure and every donation toward the Hamilton Valley Building Fund brings
us that much closer to realizing construction.
While plans for the building are revised, Hamilton
Valley upgrades continue. This year, gates were installed,
one on the road to the tenant house-now
referred to as
the Hoffmaster House-and
the other near the building's
site. A "Dead End" sign was installed on the Hamilton Valley road, and the bam in the valley was painted and repaired. The sign and the gates have reduced unauthorized

Property Donation
Possibly the most dramatic event to occur this year
was Don Coon's donation of portions of his property to
CRF. Don expects to donate just under 100 acres of his
land in Kentucky. The Foundation will manage the land,
which falls within the Biosphere Reserve, as a nature preserve in an effort to protect the karst resources. Combined

with the nearby Hamilton Valley property, CRF will manage a growing portion of the karst watershed east of Mammoth Cave National Park.
That's not all of Don's plan. Eventually, Don has proposed donating income-generating property in Illinois.
Don estimates this property can generate approximately
$10,000 annually. He would like to see the funds administered by the Foundation to support speleological research
in the Mammoth Cave area.

Fellowships and Grants
In 1995, the Foundation awarded one Fellowship and
two grants for karst research for a total of $4000.00. Mr. Renato Kipnis, Museum of Anthropology, University of
Michigan, was awarded the 1995 Karst Fellowship. His
proposed research is entitled "Early Holocene HuntersGatherers in Central Brazil Karst". Mr. Larry L. Coats,
Quaternary Studies Program, Department of Geology,

is, on the basis of the scanty information we supplied). This gladdened
our hearts considerably, for reasons
that I'll explain later. To our knowledge, no one ever heard the sound
again.
As time went on, the improbability factor began to creep in. The
hole in the entrance gate at that lime
was barely large enough to admit a
hand, and although a pigeon could be
stuffed into it, the large bird in question would be unable (and probably
unwilling) to squeeze through.
Moreover, our geologic surveying has brought us over every part of
the Grand Canyon, and we have nev-

Northern Arizona University was awarded a grant to conduct his research entitled, "Investigations on the Paleontology and Archaic Archaeology of Grand Canyon National
Park, Arizona". Ms. Cindy Gordon also received a grant to
support her research entitled,"Morphological Change in
Late Pleistocene Rodents from Hilltop Cave, Trigg County,
Kentucky and its Relationship to Climatic Conditions". Ms.
Gordon is in the Department of Biology, Murray State University.

The CRF area operations (Fitton Cave Survey, Guadalupe Escarpment, Lava Beds, Mammoth Cave Operations,
Missouri, and Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks)
provided summaries of their activities.

Conclusions

visitation.

"Ghosts" from page 5

February

Overall CRF is continung to grow and adapt to the
changing situation that is affecting cave and karst resources on federal lands. As the federal budget shrinks, CRF is
developing the means for working with federal agencies to
continue to support research. Additionally, our Missouri
Operation is working on numerous state and local projects.
In our other operations

into

ing in a positive

manner. \Ve are supporting

scientific in-

vestigations in Arizona, Brazil, and Kentucky. CRF is presently

examining

several

other

international

scientific

caving projects with the idea of lending some level of supporI. 1look forward to a very productive 1996.

er found the slightest evidence for a
bird-no
droppings,
feathers, or
bones. If you've ever had a bird
trapped in your garage for a day or
two the evidence

areas, we have entered

contracts to provide data to federal land managers. Other
contracts are pending. The Foundation has the expertise
and the reputation to help and work with agencies who
manage karst areas.
CRF is also working with the ACCA and NSS to open
a library within the Central Kentucky karsl. The library,
combined with the karst resources, should provide unique
opportunities to support regional karst research.
The Foundation itself is increasing ils holdings within
the Mammoth Cave Biosphere Reserve. We intend to act as
responsibly as we can in our land management programs.
The Hamilton Valley project is moving forward and it is
possible we will be building in the next year or two.
Our research grant and fellowship support is expand-

is abundant and un-

mistakable. Readers will be happy to
know that the flapping of unseen
wings is a common paranormal phenomenon. I understand that Wallington Hall in Northumberland,
England, is particularly afnicted with this
nuisance.

Have we renounced science
and become ghost hunters? Naw.
There must be a rational explanation
for these sounds. I have simply reported what we heard. There were no
apparitions, clanking chains, disembodied hands, or any of the essential

paraphernalia of a real ghost story.
What perks us up is that these,
and many other strange phenomena
in Crystal Cave reported by others,
are still unexplained. We may never
know what caused them, and in some
ways I hope we do not.
These are isolated little mysteries
whose cause may be very mundane.
Finding the answers will not lead to
great fundamental truths. They are
decidedly more interesting when unsolved, just as cave maps are more intriguing if they show question marks
where passages trail off into the unknown. Scientists are always looking
for answers, and yet sometimes

when

an answer is finally found, much of
the excitement disappears.

"
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Columbus Day, Oct. 6 - 9
Leaders: Paul & Monica Cannaley
The Columbus Day expedition fell on the weekend after Hurricane Opal passed through central Kentucky and
dumped four plus inches of rain on the Mammoth Cave
area. Although some objectives were aborted due to high
water levels, much was accomplished in Mammoth Cave
Ridge and Doyel Valley.
Work also continued on the Lesser Caves project.
Mapping crews pushed through very tight spots and negotiated tricky breakdown mazes. Several parties were
turned back by high water, low and tight leads. An overdue party was met on the trail by a team sent to check on
them. The 18 cavers participating in the expedition enjoyed good post-hurricane weather and a productive
weekend. Their efforts underground resulted in 92 feet of
new survey and 4,015 feet of resurvey.
Lesser Caves

Richard Zopf and John Fry (NPS) continued to compile ridge-walking mileage in their work on the Lesser
Caves project. Brasscaps were set and GPS locations gathered at LuLu Mart, Good Spring and Big Spring caves.
Work on the Lesser Caves project continuec' 'vith a resurvey party mopping up 84 feet in Ganter Cave. The Lake
Room was surveyed into and across the lake. Dinosaur
Domes pit was rigged and dropped but no surveyable passage was found. A high-level canyon complex discovery
was not surveyed because only one party member was
"flat" enough to squeeze into the canyon; reconnaissance
reports that over 400 feet of new survey is available for a
party of small cavers. A 100+ foot crawl with six inches of
waler was located and needs to be pushed by a wetsuit
party. While exiting the cave one party member discovered that pack rats had eaten through the shoulder straps
of a backpack left silting inside the entrance.

-,

Mammoth Cave Cart0ilraphy
Two parties were fielded to the Lucy's Dome area.
Party I accomplished 494 feet of resurvey in the tight, and
sometimes wet, old K-survey. Their route required negotiating two "somewhat tight" squeezes and some "pushing
and pulling" to get one caver through. Then the inclinometer began sticking but started working again when
warmed by body heat. The survey was completed with the
instrument reader holding the inclinometer close to her
face; a creative solution which saved the trip from being
aborted. Party 2 continued work in the J-Survey and completed 425 feet of resurvey. An impressive 20 foot breakdown-floored dome was discovered but this lead-rich area
was left for future explorers. One party member experienced difficulty negotiating a very tight chimney-climb
down through breakdown. Caution should be exercised
when working in this area. The trip ended with the two

7

parties meeting and witnessing six different descending
styles down Lucy's Dome, "some good, some not."
The Silliman's Avenue area saw two crews conducting
a leapfrog survey in the P-Survey. They successfully explored their way through a breakdown choke and ended
lhe day with 1,318 feet of resurvey.
Proctor

A resketch/ resurvey party went in through the Doyel
Valley entrance to work in the beginning of Fritch Avenue.
Some time was also spent exploring the H,J,K junction
area of Fritch. A respectable 1,468 feel of resurvey was
completed and 70 feet of new survey mapped. Two days
after receiving 4 inches of rain the upstream water was
murky but back to normal wintertime levels. The water
cleared and dropped an additional two inches while the
party was in the cave. Leads in this area are low, wet and
plentiful, offering a lot of work for future parties.
~
A crew surveyed the link from the southwestern arm
of Dismal Valley to the Incredible Salts Dig (lSD). They
were successful in negotiating a tight squeeze through a
complicated multi-level breakdown maze which had
stopped an earlier party. The "scenic overlook" on the ISD
side of the two to three level breakdown was noted.
Sketching of the main line from the monuments along River Map was begun. A promising three foot high lead was
discovered under the wall NE of J-14. Skelcher burnout
ended the trip with 92 feet of new survey and 226 feel of
resurvey completed.
Research Trip
A geology party visited Morrison Cave to photograph
burrow chert cross-sections above P. Strange Falls. The
right side of the streambed and selected examples were
photographed. The plan to photograph chert burrows in
the ceiling below the Falls was' aborted; the Fall could not
be descended due to high water flow.
Hamilton Valley
Dave Hanson spent two productive days preparing
the tenant house and shed for the winter. Paul Cannaley
mowed the grass for what should be the last time this season. Thanks to Stan Sides for lhe use of his lawn mower.
Thanks go to Monica Canna ley for cooking greal
meals enjoyed by everyone and to Dave Hanson for helping with cooking and kitchen chores. Thanks also to Bob
Osburn, Mick Sulton and Mike Yocum who were a big
help throughout the weekend.
~
Lucy's Dome -- I) Mick Sulton, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Sheila Sands; 2) Sue Hagan, Phil Bodaoza, Jon Smith; Silliman's Ave. -- I) Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early, Ralph Earlandson; 2) Bob Salika, Roger McClure, Tom Grant; Less-
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er Caves Brasscap & GPS -- Richard Zopf, John Fry; Ganter Cave - Phil Bodanza, Derek Bristol, Tom Grant, Will
Hunt; Proctor Cave / Fritch Ave. --Bob Osburn, Derik
Bristol, Willie Hunt; Salts Cave / Dismal Valley -- Mick
Sulton, Sue Hagan, Richard Zopf; Morrison Cave / P.
Strange Falls -- Mike Yocum, Tammy Eifert, Phillip Statler;
Hamilton Valley - Dave Hanson, Paul Cannaley.

Small Caves, Nov. 3 - 6
Leader: Bill Putnam
Though it was scheduled late and not announced in
the Newslelter, participants voted CRF's first Small Cave
Expedition a success. The combination of Archaeology
Weekend, cave trips, and CRF's Annual Meeting and banquet gave all in altendance much to choose from.
The expedition's primary focus was the Lesser Caves
Project study area north of the Green River. The busy crew
of 15 cavers was productive with three caves surveyed;
two caves inventoried;

six brasscaps installed;

CPS loca-

tions gathered for two caves; and new survey mapped in
Hidden River Cave.
Another "first" for this expedition was it's announce-

ment by electronic mail. All expressed pleasure at receiving the expedition announcement bye-mail and requested
the continuation of this form of CRF information distribution.

CRF Safety Officer, Bill Putnam, used the expedition
as an opportunity to analyze and replenish the first aid
kits. It appears the primary use for these "in-cave" kits is
providing aspirin and Tylenol. Containers of these medications will be made available in the Maple Springs dining
hall. Cavers will not have to raid the kits to treat sore muscles and headaches before and after trips. Additional kits
are being constructed and all kits will be thermally sealed.
This should make them more "cave proof" and it will be
easier to identify which kits have been opened.
Some

confusion

arose over

whether

surface

teams

need to sign out and carry a cave pass. CRF's position on
this was clarified by the Eastern Operations Manager,
Mike Yocum, who confirmed that "all" parties are required to sign out, obtain cave passes and vehicle tags. Expedition leaders must be aware of party membership, location and expected time of return in the event a crew needs

to be sent to check on an overdue party.
Wildcat Hollow Cave
The team sent to work in this significant sandstone
cave was impressed by it's massive 70 foot wide and 10
foot high entrance. An intermittent stream flows across the
back of this 35 foot deep shelter cave. It has possible archaeological significance and evidence of pot hunters was
noted. A preliminary sketch and inventory was completed.
Several promising karst features were noted in the vicinity
including a small sink funneling down to a possible cave.
These remain for future parties to check.
Demynbrun Caves 1 - 4
A hard day of ridgewalking along a valley headwall
failed to locate these four caves. The crew began their
search at Running Branch Cave and continued along the
bluff toward Ganter Cave. Although unable to locate any
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of the target caves, several interesting karst features were
reported. The next team of searchers sent to find these
caves needs to conduct an organized search with several
people simultaneously moving along the bluff at different
elevations.

Rat's Nest Cave and Overlook Cave
Brasscaps on both of these small caves were tied to
nearby Ganter Cave with a surface survey. Reaching these
caves required negotiating a tricky path at the base of a
limestone bluff. In places the trail was only a few inches
wide with a steep drop-off down to the Green River.
Both caves were surveyed and inventoried with Rat's
Nest Cave netting 243 feet and smaller Overlook Cave
yielding 46 feel. While Overlook Cave featured a breathtaking view of the Green River from it's huge entrance,
Rat's Nest Cave offered a more challenging trip. It featured several large namesake pack rat nests on ledges lining the entrance passage. Two pack rats were observed on
the trail watching the approaching party.
Cave explorer T.E. Lee's 1897 signature was discovered incised into the limestone walls in several locations.
Brisk airflow was followed into a breakdown choke at the
back of the cave; it was heading straight toward Ganter
Cave only a couple of hundred feet away. Rat's Nest Cave
also featured interesting acoustics. Voices from a party at
the breakdown choke in the back of the cave could be
heard coming through the passage floor at the entrance.
Hearth Pit Cave
A party hiking through sleet located Hearth Pit on top
of a ridge which offered a scenic view of the surrounding
countryside. The only remaining evidence of an old homestead is a limestone fireplace and chimney for which
Hearth Pit is named. This is not a pit, rather, a sinkhole
with a small opening at the boltom. Twelve brown bats
and numerous spiders were observed in the Bat Room.
Loose rock conditions were reported in this 118 foot cave;
anyone visiting should exercise caution.
Stephen's Cave
Described as "wet and wild," Stephen's Cave showed
evidence of intense flooding. The creWs objective was to
evaluate this stream-level cave for future survey and in-

ventory requirements.
A hands-and-knees crawl over cobbles through ponded water proved exciting. Fifty feet inside the cave a massive log and debris choke was negotiated. Then a second,
larger, choke was encountered over a 20 foot deep migrating shaft complex. A rope or cable ladder will be required
to move deeper into this very dangerous cave. Do not enter if there is even a remote chance of rain.
Upon returning to the Good Spring Church trailhead
the party discovered the license plate had been stolen from
their vehicle. The theft was reported to the NPS.
Brasscars and GPS
Two parties were fielded to continue work on cave location and marking. Party One placed brasscaps and gathered GPS locations for Davis Waterfall Cave and the original entrance to Buffalo Creek Cave. The second entrance to
Buffalo Creek Cave and the position of Fort's Funnel
proved elusive and were not located. Party progress was

hampered because the Buffalo Road was blocked by severallarge fallen trees. This necessitated abandoning vehicles
for a long hike through the woods to the caves. Party Two
successfully located and brasscapped Buffalo Creek's
much smaller second entrance. Brasscaps were also placed
at two Dossey Domes entrances while continued attempts
to locate Forfs Funnel remained unsuccessful.
Hidden Riyer
A strong party of four went upstream to continue the
E-Survey and encountered a series of challenging breakdown piles. A sling was used to gain access to a high lead
at E49. It ended in a beautiful pair of domes with "sparkly
flowstone walls and heavily crystallized rimstone." A
well-decorated flowstone choke ended the survey at E54 in
an impressive display of soda straws, columns, and 12
inch deep rimstone dams. The passage pinched but continued, four inches high, and appeared to open up beyond
the low spot. There was air movement and the constant
rumble of a waterfall or cascade could be heard. The fatigued party returned with 864 feet of new survey.
A special thanks to Mike Yocum for his patience while
helping me learn the ropes during my first expedition.
Thanks also to Terri Hammond and Candy Leek for lots of
help in the kitchen and around camp.
~

Wildcat Hollow Cave: Tom Brucker, Sue Hagan,
Norm Pace; Demunbrun Caves (1 - 4): Sheila Sands, Janice
Tucker; Rat's Nest Cave: Phil Bodanza, Darlene Anthony,
Candy Leek, Rich Flynn; Overlook Cave: Phil Bodanza,
Darlene Anthony, Candy Leek, Rich Flynn; Hearth Pit:
Paul Cannaley, Terri Hammond, Bill Putnam; Stephen's
Cave: Paul Cannaley, Terri Hammond, Bill Putnam; Davis
Waterfall Cave: Richard Zopf, John Fry (NPS); Buffalo
Creek Cave: 1) Richard Zapf, John Fry; 2) Tom Brucker,
Richard Zopf; Fort's Funnel: 1) Richard Zopf, John Fry; 2)
Tom Brucker, Richard Zopf; Dossey Domes: Steve
McLuckie, Richard Zopf; Hidden River Cave: Phil Bodanza, Steve McLuckie, Rich Rynn. Darlene Anthony.

Thanksgiving, Nov. 22 - 26
Leaders: Phil DiBlasi, Jan Marie Hemberger
The Thanksgiving Expedition was, compared to previous years, a small one. Attendance was limited to those
who signed up prior to the two-week deadline. The cutoff allowed expedition leaders time to prepare and submit
the mandatory formal expedition objectives to the NPS.
Objectives for this productive expedition focused on
the Lesser Caves Project and cartography efforts in Proctor
and Wilson caves. Nineteen parties were fielded on 24
trips into 17 caves and some Lesser Caves Project parties
visited several caves each trip. An impressive 569 hours
underground reaped 4,231 feet of new cave surveyed and
2,548 feet of .re-survey. Huge waterfalls were discovered.
Leads were cleaned up, loops closed and cross-sections enhanced.
A photo crew captured the fragile beauty of a relatively pristine formation chamber in Running Branch Cave
while new walking leads in Hidden River Cave were left

for future explorers. Seven biological and cultural inventories were conducted and two newly discovered caves were
added to the Lesser Caves Project list of caves.
The Pike Spring trunk remained elusive but a "sound
connection" was made between Methodist Church and
Backsliders Alley in historic Mammoth. Parties were
turned back by low, wet crawls and passages filled with
swimming-depth water and cavers were unable to fit
through light spots including the infamous Proctor crawl.
Borehole was broken into in Wilson Cave and the discovery Party explored hundreds of feet of dry walking
passage. Wilson Cave presently has almost 10,000 feet of
surveyed passage and numerous large leads. It is expected
that the number of trips fielded to this location will increase significantly in the future.
Crews struggled with the rusty gate at Proctor and it
took the Running Branch party twenty minutes to open
and close their stubborn lock. The Maple Springs facilities
experienced a few interesting difficulties. A cellular phone
and NPS radio were pressed into service to replace out-oforder telephones and water pressure periodically dropped
off to almost nothing.
Wilson Cave
Four parties were fielded 10 Wilson Cave. Team One
enhanced "Historic Section" cross-sections. A doubledome off C-Survey was sketched and the last remaining
work in V-Survey completed. Time did not permit exploration of a "little grunge hole" off the V-Survey and party
members "seemed thankful they did not fit." Ragging in
the woods was renewed to assist with night-lime routefinding.
Team Two endured exposed climbs and struggled
through tight squeezes attempting to find a route above
the migrating shafts in the DO-Survey. Six-hundred and
forty-seven feet of survey was sketched before the party
turned back at a floor canyon leading to a dome-pit with a
stream.

Team Three worked in the W-33 room which supplies
headwaters for the rapidly downcutting W-Survey canyon. The complex W-33 room required a multi-level sketch
with side passages on three levels. Time ran out before the
third level was completed and progress out was slowed by
challenging climbs and difficulty with a cable ladder. A
signature and portrait "which Chuck Swedlund would
give his eye teeth to photograph" were noted along the
Historic Route.
Team Four surveyed a sloppy crawl through a drain
out of the "Nice and Easy" area; the crawl apparently
backfloods during high water. It lead to a 10 foot high SW
trending passage where numerous floor channels were
"blowing gales of air."
Hidden River Cave:
Two parties went to Hidden River Cave. A crew in the
School House Maze area pushed a crawl into walking passage. Surveying was halted when the passage sumped in
swimming-depth water. The second team reported an uneventful trip in nice walking passage in Whiskey Way and
Rimstone Maze; they gathered 844 feet of survey in knee
and thigh-deep pools. Nice walking and crouching leads
were left for future parties. NOTE: An odor of "petroleum
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product of some sort" was very strong in Sunset Dome
and could be smelled in School House Maze. Many pools
were observed with an oil-like coating on their surfaces.
Joppa Ridge
A small party visited flood-prone Deer Park Hollow
Cave to check an old overlooked btlly crawl lead. They
were turned back 50 feet into the crawl when a junction
with a flowing stream was encountered; it was too low
and wet to allempt in cold weather. Lee Cave's Thorsell
Shaft is almost directly under this cave.
Sides Cave
A strong wetsuit crew pushed into Sides Cave in an attempt to tie in the hanging P-Survey and find the Pike
Spring trunk. They were successful in completing most of
the survey needed to tie the P-Survey to the E-Survey but
the Pike Springs trunk continues to remain elusive.
Mammoth Cave Cartography
After completing the survey of Backsliders Alley a party investigated a crawl at the top of the Methodist Church
breakdown. Two party members forced their way through
a tight crack in the breakdown and shoved into a belly
crawl heading toward Backsliders Alley. A third party
member, who returned to the end of Backslilders Alley to
pound rocks and yell, was heard "loud and clear" at Methodist Church. Sketcher burn-out left the completion of this
survey for a future party.
While exiting through the Historic Entrance the party
helped Rick Olson (NPS) collect one of his nitrate regeneration experiments and set up three additional project locations.

Unknown Cave
Two strong crews went deep into Unknown Cave. Party One went in the Austin Entrance and out Pohl Avenue
to work at the end of McClure Trail. A low sleazy tube was
pushed but the team was turned back by a crawl with two
feet of water. They took time to take a few photos on the
way back to the entrance.
The second party, also using the Austin Entrance,
went out the Lower Crouchway and negotiated the
"dreaded climb" into Ball Trail. One team member chose
not to complete the climb and was escorted back to the
Upper Crouch to wait while the rest of the party tied the
0-60 pit into the V-Survey.
Proctor Cave

Two teams went to Proctor Cave. Three-quarters of the
way through the infamous Proctor crawl one party member was unable to proceed due to a bedrock constriction
and, after struggling unsuccessfully to move forward, was
forced to return to the entrance.
The second team was joined by the remaining member
of the first party and everyone completed the crawl without further incident. Over 2,200 feet of re-survey was accomplished in the Proctor trunk. Everyone stayed on the
trail established by the original explorers and even used
many of the old stations in order to conserve the pristine
nature of the area.
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RQppel Cave
A party working in Transgressions Trail mopped up
five leads while closing two loops. A lead at 0R23 went to
a huge multi-lobed dome with three waterfalls. Several impressive walking leads on the wall of the dome will require climbing aids.
A second crew went to the nether reaches of Roppel.
They closed a big loop from New Hope Creek to White
River and pushed New Hope Creek to the Biller End. At
R50 they surveyed a side crawl and popped out into White
River which enabled them to escape a return trip through
the "Grim Slot of Death."
Lesser Caves Survey & JnventQry
An efficient Running Branch Cave crew completed the
photo inventory work begun last July. They noted numerous solitary bats throughout the cave. After completing
cultural and biological inventories of Temple Hill Cave,
another crew hiked the Wet Prong Trail to reach Pinnix
Pocket and Bear Den Caves. A climbing pole was improvised to reach the entrance to Pinnix Pocket. A very steep
moss-covered climb up to the entrance was slippery due to
a waterfall plunging over a ledge above the entrance. Historic signatures were noted and a packrat observed; a second entrance was also discovered.
A new cave, Blue

Spring Valley, was discovered and
left for a warmweather wetsuit party.
Survey and inventory parties worked in Stephens
Cave which lies in the Dry Prong streambed and shows
ample evidence of flooding to the ceiling. Both parties had
to negotiate large log jams and debris chokes to complete
their work. The survey team mapped 161 feet of cave before they were turned back at the bollom of the second pit
they encountered. They noted that a very wet bedding
plane crawl continued. Survey efforts were hampered by a
fogged compass due to the persistent dripping in the cave.
The party sent to inventory Hearth Pit, a sandstone
breakdown

cave, removed

loose rocks from the entrance

ceiling to make their work safer. Bat bones were discovered at the bollom of two pits and numerous spiders were
noted. After work at Hearth Pit was completed, the team
surveyed and inventoried Hearth Spring Cave, a newly
discovered cave with a skylight.
HamiltQn Valley
A large crew worked at the future CRF building site.
They successfully located two property comers, measured
the parking lot and shot video footage for future reference.
They completed their day with quick trips into Adwell
and Dogwood Caves.
The expedition ran very smoothly because of all the
help I received. Jan Hemberger, the Co-Expedition Leader,
filled in where and when necessary. Buz's wonderful
cooking made the expedition so much beller; the food was
plentiful and outstanding. Many people pitched in and
made the expedition a success and I want them to know
how much I appreciate all the help.
Q1=

Wilson Cave -- 1) Dave West, Karen Willmes, Kevin
Neff, Miles Drake; 2) Neil Hammond, Greg Sholly, Miles
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Drake; 3) Richard Zopf, Terri Hammond, John Korabik;
4) Dave West, Karen Willmes, Bm Randall, Barbara
Schomer; Hidden River Cave: I) School House Maze--Don Coons, Daryl Neff, Pat Kambesis; 2) Whiskey WayDave West, Karen Willmes, Dave Ecklund; Joppa Ridge:
Deer Park Hollow Cave- Pat Kambesis, Don Coons;
Side's Cave: Joe Kaffl, Ken Evans, Barbara Schomer, Bm
Randal; Mammoth Cave Cartography: Backsliders Alley &
Methodist Church- Paul Canna ley, Rick Olson (NPS),
Candice Leek, Bill Sheely; Research-Nitrate Regeneration
-Rick Olson (NPS), Paul Cannaley, Candice Leek, Bill
Sheely; Unknown Cave: I) McClure Trail-Paul Hauck,
Dick Young, Les Carney; 2) Upper Crouchway-Tom
Brucker, Miles Drake, Terri Hammond; Proctor Cave:
Proctor Trunk I) Paul Cannaley, Neil HarruTIond, Kevin
Neff; 2) Don Coons, Daryl Neff, Pat Kambesis; Roppel
Cave I) Transgressions Trail-Bill Koerschner, Greg Sholly, Ken Redecker; 2) New Hope Creek-Bill Koerschner,
Dick Market, Russell Conner; Lesser Caves Project: I) Pinnix Pocket, Temple Hill, Bear Den, Blue Spring Valley
Caves-Inventory
& Photos-Candice
Leek, Stan Sides,
Alan Gerecke; 2) Running Branch Cave-PhotographyHarry Grover, Randy Grover, Ken Redeker; 3) Stephens
Cave---Survey-Bill Putnam, Susan Ecklund, Joe Kaffl,
Ken Redeker; 2) Inventory & Photos-Candice Leek, Rick
Olson (NPS), Doug Alderman; 4) Hearth Pit-Inventory
& Photos-Candice
Leek, Rick Olson (NPS), Doug Alderman; 5) Hearth Spring Cave---Survey, Inventory & Photos-Candice Leek, Rick Olson (NPS), Doug Alderman;
Hamilton Valley - Paul Hauck, Dick Young, Ken Evans,
Bill Sheely, Greg Sholly.

-Missouri
Oct. through Dec.
Report by Mick Sutton
The main activity during the past three months was
playing catch-up with the Mark Twain National Forest
survey and inventory project after unfavorable weather
slowed progress earlier in the year.
Several surveys on the Eleven Point District were completed, most notably Bliss Camp Cave. At a little over
4,000 ft., this is the largest cave (so far?) of the present
phase of the project. Bliss Camp, most of which has been
very lightly visited, features exceptionally fine calcite dec-
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Likewise, a party intending to finish the last lead in
Bluehole Cave found instead large-scale continuing passage. The cave is a known gray bat site, but the extension
considerably expands the known size of the colony-the
floor of a large dome was deeply covered with guano. The
600 ft. mapped on this trip extends the cave's length to
1,800 ft.
There was an overnight backpack trip into the Irish
Wilderness to work on a collection of mostly small caves
along Whites Creek. One crew mapped and inventoried
Saddle Cave. There was no previous information on this
site, but it turned out to be a surprisingly large canyon
with 300 ft. of passage.
Meanwhile, another crew found a stale of utter confusion farther down Whites Creek. Earlier efforts here have
produced two sets of vague and mutually contradictory locations and descriptions, Assigning names and numbers to
the caves will be an interesting job. The party mapped two
caves, one of which is perhaps Beaver Pond Cave, the other
probably new.
The next day, a crew relurned to inventory those sites,
and to map a third small cave near Beaver Pond. This may
be Den Cave, although lhe match with published descriptions is oblique, to put it mildly.
Another loose end was tied up at Root Cellar Cave in
Panther Spring Hollow. The survey here had been suspended in the summer to avoid annoying a vulture chick.
A crew mapped 240 ft. to complete the survey of this unusual spongework-type maze cave, which has a final length
of about 1,100 ft. (again, significantly longer than the 200 ft.
of an earlier report). This was followed by a visit to the
nearby Panther Caves to do a supplemental bio-inventory.
Elsewhere on the Mark Twain National Forest, there
were two trips to Davy Crockett Cave in Howell County.
One crew added 350 ft. to the downstream portion of the
cave, while another added 250 ft. to a dry upper level lead
off the main line.
On the second trip, a party added 600 ft. of survey to
the downstream area. One low, wet crawl ended after 120
ft. bul the main downstream passage continues. This appears 10 be virgin passage---either that or a tremendous
amount of water has erased all signs of previous

visitation.

Unfortunately, that is not true of the rest of the cave, which
is experiencing increased traffic. Soda bollles and beer cans
were removed during the survey, and many directional arrows were encountered as well as fresh names and initials

scratched in the limestone.

oration, with some areas very delicate. A biological inven-

tory still needs to be completed; towards this end, a bait

Crews

station for terrestrial invertebrates

Bliss Camp-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Steve Hagan,
Jennifer Schuchs; Sand Cave---Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan;
Thundering Rapids-Sue
Hagan, Mick Sutton, Scott
House; Bluehole Cave-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan; Whites
Creek-Scott House, Patti House, Doug Baker, Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, M. Kaemper, F. Collins; Root Cellar-Sue
Hagan, Mick Sutton; Davy Crockett Cave---I) George Bilbrey, Shawn Irvine, Steve Irvine, Eric Hume; 2) Steve Irvine, Doug Baker, George Bilbrey, Koya Hondei.

was set up.

Nearby Sand Cave was also completed at about 200 ft.,
and a surface survey between

it and Bliss Camp was car-

ried out. We had guessed that Sand Cave was a disjointed
section of a Bliss Camp passage, but the surface survey
showed this not to be the case.
Other Eleven Point caves turned out to be longer than
anticipated

from earlier reports-not

an unusual situation

on this project! During a float trip on lhe Eleven Point River, a party intended to knock off Thundering Rapids Cave,
a short, wet cave at river level. The crew ran out of time af-

ter the entrance crawl unexpectedly broke out into a nicely
decorated walking high canyon, which continues.

Calendar
Mammoth Cave
Presidents Day, Feb. 16-19. Dick Maxey and Cheryl Early.
614/261-0876 (CE, H) rmaxey@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

Columbus Day, Oct. 11-14. Neil and Terri Hammond,
317/786-2092

(DM)

Hamilton Valley Cleanup,
748-2508 (W)

March 15. Rick Olson, 502/

St. Patrick's Day, March 15-18. Joyce Hoffmaster. 513/
890-3679 (H) 513/226-8351 (W)
Easter, April 5-8. Sue Hagan and Mick Sulton, 314/5462864 (H) 314/756-6792 (W)
Memorial Day, May 24-27. Pat Kambesis, 404/248-9538
(H) 404/676-7834 (W) 0005470855@mcimai1.com
Independence Day, June 2B-July 6. Scolt House, 314/2823246, rshcrf@ao1.com
Summer, Aug. 2-5. Mike Yocum, 502/227-7254 (H) 502/
564-2136 (W) myocum@ao1.com
Labor Day, Aug. 3(}-Sepl. 2. Bob Osburn, 314/984-8453
(H) 314/935-4555 (W) osburn@levee.wustl.edu
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Thanksgiving. Nov. 27-Dec. 1. Phil DiBlasi and Jan Hemberger.
502/637-2030
(H) 317/767-8190
(PD W)
pjdiblOl@ulkyvm.louisville.edu
The first and last dates are arrival and departure dates.
Please notify the Expedition Leader or Operations Manager Mike Yocum (502/227-7254, myocum@ao1.com) two
weeks in advance of the expedition.

Guadalupes
Spring. April 13-15.
Memorial Day, May 25-27
June, To Be Announced
Labor Day, Aug. 31-Sept. 2
Thanksgiving. Nov. 2B-Dec. 1
To sign up for one of these expeditions, contact Personnel
Officer Bryan Holcomb, 1224 Monroe NE, Albuquerque,
NM 87110 (505/266-8485) at least one week in advance.
Please note: this requirement is being strictly enforced.
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